======================================
Episode 5: Acts of Social In-justice (Part 2)
======================================
Catherine Myles was rushed to the hospital after she was attacked by two demons.
Christopher and Sophie were lucky that they didn't do enough damage to Catherine.
Lisa was also there with him. Eugene appears, wondering what happened to Catherine.
Eugene: What happened to Catherine?
Christopher: What do you think happened, Eugene? Those SJWs attacked her and they
almost killed her.
Eugene: SJWs? I can't believe this.
Christopher: You better believe it; otherwise, your night club's is going to be shut down.
Eugene: Look, they can bring in Johnnie Cochran for all I care; it doesn't change
anything. It was my decision and if they don't like it - that's too bad.
Christopher: Eugene, I really - - Eugene: SHUT THE FUCK UP!!! I'M GETTING REALLY TIRED OF YOUR EXCUSES,
CHRIS! SO JUST DO WHAT I TELL YOU TO DO!!!!
Christopher: (he was angered but maintains his composure.) Ok. I think you should let
Catherine recover from this injury. I can assure you that she'll be fine within next week.
Eugene: You better pray that she'll get well by next week. You're fucked if she doesn't.
(leaves.)
Catherine: Why didn't you tell them about the demons?
Christopher: He'll find out eventually. The last thing we need right now is another lunatic
working at his restaurant.
Catherine: Isn't there anything you can do to stop them?
Christopher: I wish I could do something about this. Lisa, can you heal Catherine's
ankle?
Lisa: Sure, it's not a problem.
Lisa healed Catherine's ankle.

Christopher: So how is she? Will she be able to stand?
Lisa: All she needs to do is rest. She'll recover tomorrow morning.
Christopher: Ok, I guess I'll see you next week.
The next day before 10:30 AM, Christopher heads off to work.
Christopher: Ok, Lisa; I'm off to work. Safeguard the house for me.
Lisa: I will. Be careful out there, Christopher.
Christopher drives off to work. Once again, there were some more SJWs on the road
protesting near Eugene's restaurant. They were blockading the driveway and throwing
eggs at Eugene's restaurant.
Christopher: Hey, assholes. Get out of they way!
Then the SJWs threw eggs at Christopher's car. But before he could run them over, the
police appear to try stop them. Christopher was able to park at behind the restaurant.
As you can see, Christopher was angry with these SJWs for doing that to his car; they
almost broke his windows in the front of his car. To make matters worse, he sees
Maureen and Rachael in Eugene's office.
Eugene: You must really like coming in here like a mad dog, Chris.
Christopher: Why the hell you two idiots here? You should be laying eggs for what you
just did here.
Maureen: We're just discussing some things about your new strip club. I wanted to shut
that place down, tomorrow; I guess we're going to that immediately.
Eugene: For what? You're violating my business rights; this is the United States, not a
Communist country.
Maureen: Look, if you don't shut this place down, I will send FBI agents here and
destroy this place.
Christopher: You wouldn't want to do that. Look, we're not going anywhere without a
fight.
Maureen: Really? Unfortunately for you, I got my work cut out for me in this ordeal.

Christopher: I knew you sent those two women to attack our shift manager. How can
you call that work?
Maureen: What do you know about us? You're just somebody's illegitimate son.
Christopher: OK. You want to go there, fine. My father used to tell me not to hit girls, but
you're pushing the envelope.
Eugene: Chris, that's enough.
Maureen: Didn't you hear what your boss has to say?
Christopher: No. Leave, Ms. Sanders. If you don't, I'll use force.
Rachael: Christopher.
Christopher: I've had it with your operations here, Maureen; everyone can't be above
the law.
Maureen: Oh yeah? Let's see what you can do about that, pussy.
Christopher grabs Maureen and punches her in the face after she insulted him. Cedric
and Todd had to keep him from hurting Maureen.
Christopher: You're the one that's a pussy, Maureen. Let me kick this motherfucker's
ass.
Cedric: No, Christopher.
Christopher: You want to be a man; I'll treat you like one. Get up, pussy!
Cedric and Todd were still holding Christopher back.
Cedric: That's enough, Christopher.
Rachael: Maureen, are you alright?
Maureen: Yeah, I'm fine. (looks at Eugene.) You have been warned, Eugene. If this
place isn't shut down tomorrow, your ass is going to be in a grindhouse for our dogs to
eat. Let's go, Rachael.

Maureen and Rachael leave the restaurant. Thirty minutes had passed; Christopher
was in Eugene's office.
Eugene: What the hell was that, Chris?
Christopher: I had to do something; you weren't going to do anything to them, so I had
to do something.
Eugene: I'm disappointed in you to do that to Maureen Sanders. I had it under control.
Christopher: What were you going to do to them? Have them as your strippers?
Eugene: No.
Christopher: Oh, could have fooled me.
Eugene: For what you just did, I'm going to have to suspend you for a week without pay.
Christopher: I see. But I'm quite positive that those SJWs going to do the same thing
again; I hope you don't choke on your decision.
When Christopher left Eugene's office, he double-flipped him off.
Cedric: Where are you going?
Christopher: Eugene suspended me for a week. Just try to keep this restaurant clean
from these SJWs.
Cedric: Ok, I'll do that.
Christopher returns back home.
Lisa: Wow, you're home early. What happened?
Christopher: What do you think happened? Those stupid SJWs got me suspended from
my job for hitting the leader of those Feminazis.
Maxelle: Who was the leader?
Christopher: I think it was Maureen. What about her?
Maxelle: She's another demon affiliated with Ogra.

Christopher: She is? How is that even possible?
Iris: Ok, I guess we have to show them that on the internet.
Iris gets on Christopher's computer and types the address,
www.councilofdemonhunters.org/wanted-demons.php. It shows Christopher and Lisa a
list and ranking of demons wanted.
Christopher: Wow, it's amazing what you can find on the internet.
He sees that Michael Ross was on the list. Christopher was shocked to see him on the
list, but his affiliation was unknown.
Christopher: Michael Ross?
Meanwhile at the office of an SJW Hall, Maureen has a word with some of the members
about their plan of attack against Eugene's restaurant.
Maureen: How nice of you to join us today, ladies. Right now, we're in a huge crisis. We
got two unruly individuals to deal with, tonight. Their names are Eugene Andrew O'Hara
and Christopher Louise Mason. Especially Christopher, he's the idiot that gave me a
black eye.
SJW Member #2: What? How was that even possible? Rachael what happened?
Maureen: It wasn't her fault; that attack from him was a surprise. Just to warn you ladies,
if you do see Christopher, beat him up along with anyone who's around him. Have any
objections?
SJW Members and Rachael: No.
Maureen: We will begin our all-out attack at 8:30 PM.
Then SJW Members and Rachael leaves her office. But Rachael sees Michael Ross
heads into her office.
Michael: Hello, Maureen.
Maureen: Michael, what are you doing here? I thought you were with Ogra.
Michael: Was. Have you found the new Raiken in Providence?
Maureen: Yes, his name's Christopher Louise Mason.

Michael: I see. Seems like my old classmate was underdeveloped Raiken; anyway, be
careful of him, Maureen. That Raiken power of his is still dangerous and he has been
controlling it, thanks to his brother.
Maureen: Don't worry; I got him under control. Do you mind coming to the back room for
some extra-curricular activities?
Michael: Sure, I don't mind getting my hands dirty with you.
Michael and Maureen head to the back of the room to do the unthinkable. They were
unable to see that Rachael was eavesdropping on them. As they entered the room,
Michael and Maureen had sex; disgusting Rachael. But, Rosemary caught her
eavesdropping on them and she got attacked from behind.
Maureen: What are you doing here, Rosemary?
Rosemary: It seems like we got a rat to dispose of. She was eavesdropping on you two.
Rachael: I can't believe you would do something like that, Maureen. I trusted you.
Maureen: You didn't held your end of the bargain. Other than that, we're demons.
Rachael: Demons?!
Maureen: Ok, Rosemary, gag her up in my office. She's going to make an exceptional
sacrifice to Ogra.
Rachael: No, Maureen. Please!
Rosemary knocked her out. Meanwhile at Christopher's apartment, Christopher rounded
up his crew. It consists of Lisa, Damien, Maxelle, Iris and Sophie. Sophie and Iris were
in their two-colored, high leg leotards. They head to the SJW Convention to stop
Maureen Sanders from destroying Eugene's restaurant. There were some guards at the
front gate; they were guys.
Christopher: We need a diversion. Ok, Sophie and Lisa, go at the back of the hall and
rescue Rachael.
Lisa: What are you going to do?
Christopher: We'll deal with these idiots at the front gate.

Lisa used her magic to pop fireworks to divert the guards. Then, Christopher used his
Raiken powers to destroy the gate and Maxelle and Iris attacked the guards. Meanwhile
in the hall, Maureen was able to sense that Raiken power.
SJW Member #3: What's wrong?
Maureen: It's that man, Christopher Louise Mason.
Christopher blew open the front door.
Christopher: I think it's time for a new intervention.
Maureen: Why am I not amused to see you here, Raiken? Why don't you just get lost,
pal; this doesn't concern you.
Christopher: Yes, it does. Your idea of social justice is corrupt and ignorant, and I know
you're working for Ogra.
Maureen: What do you know about him? Guards, remove these idiots out of my sight.
One of the guards touched Christopher and he was electrocuted.
Christopher: This is your last chance to surrender, Maureen Sanders. If you don't, I'll
turn you into a lightning rod.
Maureen: That isn't an option.
Christopher fights against Maureen Sanders; Damien, Iris and Maxelle fight against
Rosemary, Thyme and Sage. Meanwhile at the back of the hall, Sophie and Lisa were
searching for Rachael Loews. They saw two guards safeguarding the area. Lisa used a
magic tech to slip by them and rescue Rachael. (Shadow Hiding)
Guard #1: Hey. (sees that Rachael and Lisa disappeared. He opens the door and he
was shoved out of the way.)
The second guard grabbed Lisa. Out of nowhere, Sophie dropkicks the guard. The first
guard pulls out a gun and Lisa generated a forcefield around Sophie and Rachael forcing the guards to waste their bullets. Lisa used a forcefield to keep the guards away
from Sophie and Rachael. They were able to escape out of the back of the hall. At the
hall, Christopher was having a bitter challenge against Maureen Sanders; her magic
was powerful than Christopher's Raiken powers. She generates forcefields to negate his
Raiken powers.

Maureen: What's wrong, Raiken? Is that all the energy you have to offer me?
Christopher: No. You're degrading the true meaning of social justice; this can't go on
any longer.
Christopher's Raiken powers awoke and his resolve was hardened. Maureen was not
impressed with that energy spike.
Maureen: So, you were holding out on me?! Come on, you low-level Raiken! Let's see
what you can do!
Christopher was able to see the energy particles of Maureen's forcefield and broke
through it - forcing Maureen to dodge a critical hit from that lightning attack. Then,
Maureen generated a whip from that forcefield. She almost struck Christopher's left
shoulder; he was able to dodge that attack. Maureen tries to strike him again, but he
was able to use his Raiken power to catch Maureen's whip with his bare hands.
Maureen was electrocuted; Christopher pulled Maureen straight to him and used a
Raiken attack to fully vanquish Maureen. (White Lightning Beam) Maureen is dead. The
Spice Girls were forced to retreat.
Christopher: Wait!! (he passes out.)
Maxelle: Christopher.
Lisa: Is he alright, Maxelle?
Maxelle: He's fine; let's take him back to his apartment. Go on and report this incident to
the Leader, Damien.
Damien: Ok. (looks at Christopher and leaves.)
Maxelle: How about Sophie and Rachael? Are they alright?
Lisa: Yes. Come on, let's go home.
The next day, Christopher wakes up and sees Maxelle, Sophie, Iris and Lisa sleeping
on his bed. It was 6:30 AM.
Christopher: Some night that was. I wonder what Sophie's doing here.
Christopher opens the door and see Rachael Loews.
Christopher: Rachael? What are you doing here?

Rachael: I'm here to apologize to you.
Christopher: I'll accept it. I'm so sorry for what happened to your brother, Joseph. What
are you going to do now?
Rachael: I'm leaving New England. Just try to keep this area clean from these demons;
that was my brother's last wish.
Christopher: I will. Enjoy yourself.
A few hours passed, Christopher was ordering Tekken 7 on his computer for the
PlayStation 4.
Lisa: What are you doing, Christopher?
Christopher: Ordering a new game for the PS4.
Lisa: What is it?
Christopher: Tekken 7. I was hoping to play this for the game meet this weekend, but it's
all pending upon my schedule.
Then, Maxelle, Iris and Sophie appear.
Christopher: What are you guys doing here? Today's Friday.
Maxelle: We know that. Here's a surprise. (she removes the curtain and unveils a
dancing pole.)
Christopher: What? What's that supposed to be?
Sophie: It's a dancing pole. I hope you don't mind if we can stay here to train.
Maxelle: It's not a problem for him. Let's get started.
Lisa: That's really courteous of you, Christopher.
Christopher: Yeah, I guess I have to harden my resolve for them, as well.
Meanwhile outside Providence's city limits, the Spice Girls head to Ogra's hideout to
inform him about another Raiken.

Michael: What are you guys doing here? Aren't you girls supposed to be with Cumin?
Rosemary: That Raiken killed her.
Ogra: . . . . .
Michael: Now what are we going to that new Raiken, Lord Ogra?
Ogra: Nothing yet. It's seems like we're going to deal with the other Raiken.

